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Abstract
This report synthesizes global tropical cyclone (TC) tornado research and operational practices to date. Tornadoes are one of the secondary
(and lesser researched) hazards contributing to the devastation TCs leave in their wake. While gale-force winds and storm surge produce the
majority of damage and fatalities globally, TC tornadoes also pose a fatal threat, complicating evacuation plans and protective actions as the storm
moves inland. Climatological studies characterize TC-spawned tornadoes as usually weak and short-lived, primarily originating from miniature
supercells in the outer rainbands. These tornadic features pose challenges to forecasting and radar detection. Additionally, TC tornadoes can pose a
threat to communities 12 h prior to and beyond 48 h after a TC makes landfall.

Research, both basic and operational, has increased globally over the last few years in efforts to move from a climatological to ingredients-
based approach to detect and forecast TC tornadoes. While the United States has led the charge, given the increased exposure to tornadoes year
round, other nations such as China, Japan, and Australia have increased their efforts to record and detect TC tornadoes. Despite these ad-
vancements, more work needs to be done globally to understand the TC environment conducive for tornadic activity. Recommendations for future
forecasting and research for TC tornadoes include i) develop a comprehensive global tornado database to improve research and forecasting efforts;
ii) apply innovative technology to detect tornadoes; and iii) conduct field campaigns to thoroughly sample TC tornado environments, particularly
along coastlines.
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1. Introduction

Tropical cyclone (TC) tornadoes pose a distinct threat to life
and property that typically concentrates away from the most
intense gradient-wind and storm-surge effects of the TC core,
based on 17 climatologies described in the review by Edwards
(2012; hereafter E12). Tornadoes also can persist inland for up
to a week as the TC decays (E12; Nowotarski et al., 2021). TC
inistration. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communi-
tivecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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tornadoes generally are smaller, less damaging [i.e. F/EF0
based on the Fujita (Fujita, 1971; McDonald, 2001) and/or
Enhanced Fujita scales (WSEC, 2006; Doswell et al., 2009);
see Section 2.3 for more on the F and EF scales], and shorter-
lived than their midlatitude counterparts (e.g., McCaul, 1991;
Edwards, 2010). Still, they account for about 3% of all known
U.S. TC fatalities (Rappaport, 2014). Supercells produce the
vast majority of TC tornadoes, and in September (the peak
month for TC activity in the Atlantic basin), most U.S. tornadic
supercells are spawned by TCs (Edwards et al., 2012).

Despite the risks posed by TC tornadoes, this hazard has
received substantially less research attention globally compared
to other TC threats (e.g., nontornadic winds, heavy rainfall, and
storm surge). The relative dearth in TC tornado research results
from a combination of several factors. First, TC tornadoes are
more favored in the subtropics and midlatitudes. Second, tor-
nadoes are usually small in spatial scale and are only observed
over land, or along the coast as waterspouts. Third, TC tor-
nadoes and their associated damage are often either missed
completely (hitting in remote areas without people and/or radar
coverage), or obscured by other concurrent TC hazards.

TCs have been treated as a subset of the possible environ-
ments in which tornadoes form; that is to say, TC tornado
research has followed the lead of broader tornado research. As
detailed below, the history of TC tornado research and fore-
casting has evolved from being solely focused on climatolog-
ical factors (in a TC-relative framework) to one which uses an
ingredients-based approach – like that used for non-TC tor-
nadoes – recognizing that every TC poses a unique level of
tornado risk which evolves over time. TC tornado research
historically has been skewed dramatically towards a U.S.-
centric framework – although China has recently invested
heavily in infrastructure (both human and technological) to
study and record the phenomenon. As a result, this report is
necessarily biased towards the U.S. point of view, but every
effort has been made to provide a global perspective.

This report on TC tornadoes was originally presented at the
Tenth International Workshop on Tropical Cyclones (IWTC-
X) in Bali, Indonesia, in December 2022. The remainder of this
review is organized as follows: first, an overview of the
research into TC tornadoes will be provided. Then, operational
considerations will be discussed, using the U.S. as an example
(but not in a prescriptive sense) of a highly coordinated
forecast-verification-recording system and highlighting the
variety of challenges faced by different nations. A summary
and conclusions are provided at the end.

2. Research
2.1. Global overview of TC tornadoes
By definition, TC tornadoes only occur over land (TC wa-
terspouts have been observed near the coastline, but not in the
middle of the open ocean). TCs (or their post-tropical rem-
nants) have been reported to spawn tornadoes in the following
nations: Australia, Bermuda, the Bahamas, China, Cuba, Fiji,
Japan, Mexico, India, Philippines, Portugal, Samoa, and the
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United States. Of these nations, only China, Japan, and the
United States have seen more than 10 TCs that produced
tornadoes.

In the U.S., while TC tornado records have been extracted
from the Storm Prediction Center (SPC) national dataset before
1995 (e.g., Verbout et al., 2007; Schultz and Cecil, 2009), they
include fewer records per year, with a high rating bias, due to a
lower rate of reporting for weak (F0-1) tornadoes before the
WSR-88D Doppler radar network was fully deployed in the
mid 1990s (E12). In the most recent 27 years (1995–2021), 2.3
times as many TC tornadoes overall have been recorded than in
the 45-year period of 1950–1994 (Edwards and Mosier, 2022).
This increase is largely attributable to more intensive warning-
verification efforts, better radar detection of tornadic supercells
by the WSR-88Ds (including from newer dual-polarization
capabilities) than their reflectivity-only predecessors, greater
damage-survey attention, and better documentation of tor-
nadoes by storm spotters and media (E12).

China averages approximately 8 landfalling TCs each year
(Li et al., 2004); Bai et al. (2020) found that about one third of
TCs which made landfall in China from 2006 through 2018
produced tornadoes, with an average of 5 TC tornadoes per
year. TC tornadoes in China are likely undercounted, however,
partly due to (i) a radar network that, while growing, until
recently had coverage gaps; (ii) a relatively short period of
standardized recordkeeping for tornadoes; and (iii) tornado
damage being obscured by other TC hazards. As is common
elsewhere, TC tornadoes are often few in number [Typhoon
Yagi in 2018 produced at least 12 tornadoes, the most from one
TC in China since 2000 (Diao et al., 2019)] and typically weak
[the strongest TC tornado in China – rated EF3 – was spawned
on 4 October 2015 by Typhoon Mujigae and resulted in 7
deaths and 229 injuries in Guangzhou and Foshan (Bai et al.,
2017; Huang et al., 2018)]. Fig. 1 shows the distribution of
TC-spawned tornadoes recorded in China from 2006 through
2018 (Bai et al., 2020).

According to the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BoM),
tornadoes have been reported with 3 TCs (Ita in 1997, Anthony
and Carlos in 2011), plus 3 post-tropical cyclones (Ostwald in
2013, Marcia in 2015, and Debbie in 2017). Of note, 8 tor-
nadoes were associated with Ex-Tropical Cyclone Ostwald,
causing notable damage to property – including from one F3
tornado (the Enhanced Fujita scale, discussed in Section 2.3, is
not used in Australia [Allen et al., 2021]) – in the Wide Bay
region of Queensland. Additionally, tornadoes have been
associated with tropical lows that never reached tropical
cyclone status. Given limited dual-polarization (and, to a lesser
extent, Doppler) radar coverage and sparse population in
northern Australia, BoM records may be missing some TC
tornado cases.

Regardless of less-than-ideal records, it is likely that the
U.S., followed by China, has substantially more TC tornadoes
than anywhere else in the world. These two countries have
large areas of land vulnerable to TC strikes and are located in
the midlatitudes; as discussed below, large-scale vertical wind
shear induced by upper-level midlatitude westerlies are
conducive (but by no means sufficient) for tornado formation.



Fig. 1. Locations of TC tornadoes (red dots) in China from 2006 to 2018. The region around the Pearl River Delta is enlarged in the top-left corner. Terrain heights
(in shading) are also shown for reference. From Fig. 2 of Bai et al. (2020), reproduced with permission from Springer Nature, http://springer.com/journal/11430.
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2.2. Climatological distribution of tornadoes in TC-
relative frameworks
Well into the 1980s, the environmental ingredients neces-
sary for tornadic supercells – described in Section 2.3 – were
poorly understood. Therefore, TC tornado research was limited
to climatological studies that aimed to identify favorable lo-
cations within the TC envelope that were favorable for torna-
dogenesis. This research was confined to the Northern
Hemisphere: specifically, the United States and Japan (e.g.,
Malkin and Galway, 1953; Smith, 1965; Pearson and
Sadowski, 1965; Hill et al., 1966; Fujita et al., 1972). The
main finding from these studies was that tornadoes tended to
cluster in a sector primarily in the right-front quadrant (relative
to TC forward motion) or northeast (relative to due north).
These sectors often have significant overlap because TCs in the
U.S. and Japan have a strong northward component of motion.
However, the dangers of relying on such climatologies –

particularly those using a TC forward-motion framework –

were revealed in the case of Hurricane Beulah (1967); the TC
spawned over 100 tornadoes in its rear quadrants, which
happened to still be northeast of center due to a southwestward
motion (Orton, 1970). In China, where TCs often translate
toward the northwest, tornadoes tend to be concentrated in the
northeast quadrant rather than the right-front quadrant (Bai
et al., 2020). Larger TCs may yield more tornadoes, given
their greater areal coverage of favorable environments (Paredes
et al., 2021). In linking climatological TC tornado distributions
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to environmental parameters, Sueki and Niino (2016) showed
that tornadic TCs (compared to non-tornadic TCs) had greater
convective available potential energy [considering the effects
of entrainment, E-CAPE (Zhang, 2009)] and storm-relative
environmental helicity (SREH) in the northeast quadrant.
CAPE and SREH are known to be key parameters for tornado
development (Fig. 2). In effect, TCs are a special class of
mesoscale convective system whose tornado distributions have
physical bases in climatology, but these distributions vary ac-
cording to their size, structure, and internal and external en-
vironments. Each TC, therefore, must be treated as its own
unique and evolving tornado threat using the ingredients-based
approach.
2.3. TC tornadoes within the ingredients-based
framework
The climatological concepts discussed above form a base-
line understanding of TC tornado occurrence for forecasting,
though any given cyclone may deviate substantially in terms of
more-focused sectors within the broader, climatologically
favored north-to-southeast swath (in the southern hemisphere,
assuming the physical processes are spatially mirrored as with
other weather systems, the favored sector for tornadoes would
be south-southwest through southeast and northeast of TC
center [E12]). Some TCs produce no tornadoes, while others of
similar intensity/size/track spawn over 100 (E12). Therefore,
an improved understanding of TC tornadoes must not treat the

http://springer.com/journal/11430


Fig. 2. Composite horizontal distributions of (a–c) CAPE, (d–f) E-CAPE, and (g–i) SREH around the typhoons used in the study of Sueki and Niino (2016). The left
and middle columns are for tornadic typhoons (TT) and non-tornadic typhoons (NT) respectively; the right column shows the difference between the two (TT minus
NT). Locations of maximum values within the displayed area are shown by the cross marks in the panels of TT and NT. The areas in which the difference between
TTs and NTs are statistically significant at 5% based on Welch's t-test are enclosed by solid black lines in the right column. Solid gray circles in the left and right
columns show locations of tornadoes relative to the typhoon centers. From Fig. 1 of Sueki and Niino (2016).
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TC as a monolithic entity, but instead consider the environ-
ments within the TC that are favorable for tornadogenesis. This
understanding is rooted in the numerous studies of “supercell”
thunderstorms: discrete cellular convection with rotating up-
drafts. Tornadic supercells form in environments with suffi-
cient buoyancy, vertical wind shear, and a low level of free
convection (McCaul et al., 2018).

These supercell-favoring ingredients also are no different in
TCs than for midlatitude supercells. The TC environment,
however, characteristically features different relative distribu-
tions of them. A landfalling TC is typified by large wind shear
and high moisture content while thermodynamic instability
(e.g., CAPE) is limited primarily due to evaporative cooling
and decreased solar radiation induced by cloud cover. Using a
number of proximity rawinsonde observations, McCaul (1991)
126
found that the average CAPE is 253 J kg−1 for TC tornado
environments in the United States – substantially lower than
the average CAPE for non-TC tornado environments. How-
ever, CAPE may also sometimes be boosted diurnally by
overland insolation in midtropospheric dry-air intrusions (e.g.,
Curtis, 2004; Baker et al., 2009). Regardless, TC tornado
occurrence maximizes in the mid-to late afternoon, suggesting
that instability is still an important ingredient for tornado-
genesis (McCaul, 1991; Schultz and Cecil, 2009). Because of
the inherent abundance of moisture in TCs, the key factors that
control tornado occurrence are the juxtaposition of instability
and wind shear as well as the necessary forced lift to initiate
storms. The extremely high shear (and helicity) and low-
buoyancy environment, with a relatively lower equilibrium
level, is conducive for low-topped “miniature” supercells
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(Fig. 3), the predominant convective storm type for TC tor-
nadoes (McCaul and Weisman, 1996; Edwards et al., 2012).
Not surprisingly, the distributions of supercells (mesocyclones)
and tornadoes within TCs are nearly identical (cf. Fig. 3 of Bai
et al., 2022) – the highest concentrations are in the northeast
quadrant (for the northern hemisphere).

The presence of (miniature) supercells in TCs is not suffi-
cient for tornadoes. While the exact mechanisms of tornado-
genesis (i.e., creating a violently rotating column of air from
cloud base all the way to the ground) remain elusive, a
supercell crossing a horizontal baroclinic boundary may be
more likely to spawn a tornado (Edwards and Pietrycha, 2006).
These baroclinic boundaries may arise from synoptic-scale
fronts or mesoscale outflow boundaries. The coastline pro-
vides a natural boundary, with stronger horizontal temperature
gradients and higher low-level shear over land (Gentry, 1983;
Green et al., 2011). Indeed, many U.S. TC tornadoes occur
right along the coastline (Fig. 4).

Areas of favorable lift are interdependent with influences of
deep-tropospheric shear on the TC envelope. When TCs
interact with midlatitude troughs, the latter's enhancements of
both deep shear and shallow, low-level shear favor TC tor-
nadoes (Verbout et al., 2007). Sufficiently deep and sustained
convection with potential to become tornadic supercells typi-
cally is distributed asymmetrically to approximately the eastern
half of the TC circulation. This setting arises via impositions of
ambient deep-tropospheric (i.e., 850-200-hPa), typically (in the
northern hemisphere) southwesterly to westerly vertical wind
shear on the landfalling to inland convective distribution and
environmental parameter space (Schenkel et al., 2020; 2021).
Somewhat consistent with the presence of a natural boundary
along the coastline, Schenkel et al. (2021) found that coastal
tornadoes occur regardless of deep shear magnitude, whereas
inland tornadoes primarily occur in strongly sheared TCs. The
Fig. 3. Schematic of a midlatitude supercell (left) and shallow “miniature”
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schematic in Fig. 5 offers a conceptual model of the deep-shear
influence and tornado-favoring, TC-scale convective asym-
metries. Stronger ambient deep shear (especially in larger TCs;
Paredes et al., 2021) in turn boosts TC tornado potential by
supporting larger, longer-lived convective development in
favorable parameter spaces of CAPE and enlarged lower-
tropospheric hodographs.

From 2007 to the present, U.S. tornadoes have been rated on
a 0–5 scale, 5 being the worst destruction level, based on the
Enhanced Fujita (EF) scale (Edwards et al., 2013) which uses
subjective assessments of damage intensity to 21 types of
structures and trees, to assign probable ranges of wind speeds
at sites along a tornado path. Prior to 2007, the U.S. used the
similarly six-level, nominally house-based Fujita (F) scale. In
TC settings, some tornado damage also may be obscured,
enhanced, or removed altogether by subsequent wind and/or
hydraulic impacts (i.e., storm surge, freshwater flooding). Still,
F and EF ratings constitute coarse estimates of tornado in-
tensity that have proved useful and practically ubiquitous in
bulk climatological analyses of tornadoes, including TC tor-
nadoes (E12). Most TC tornadoes are rated in the “weak”
segment of the scales, at F/EF0-1 (Table 1).

3. Operational considerations
3.1. Current operational procedures for forecasting,
observing, and verifying TC tornadoes
Operational practices for TC tornadoes vary widely by
nation. The reasons for the variability are a combination of (i)
bureaucratic organization; (ii) coverage provided by remote
sensing platforms [radar]; and (iii) frequency of tornadoes, TC
or otherwise. For example, Australia rarely experiences tor-
nadoes, and the main region that sees TC tornadoes – northern
TC supercell (right). From Eastin et al. (2012); used with permission.



Fig. 4. Map of 1746 U.S. TC tornadoes, 1995–2021, rated F/EF0-1 (red dots) and F/EF2-3 (blue dots). No F/EF4-5 tornadoes occurred. From Fig. 4 of Edwards and
Mosier (2022).
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Australia – is sparsely populated and has limited radar
coverage (the areas covered by Doppler radar and dual-
polarization radar are smaller still). The Australian BoM em-
ploys the same general tornado forecasting techniques for TC
situations as they do for non-TC situations, although the gaps
in dual-polarization radar, Doppler radar, or even older
reflectivity-only radar over remote inaccessible areas can make
verifying TC tornadoes challenging or impossible.

China – like Australia – currently has limited (dual-polari-
zation) Doppler radar coverage, although there are ongoing
efforts to rapidly expand their radar network, particularly in
areas prone to TC tornadoes. Tornado warnings in general are a
relatively new product in China: the Chinese Meteorological
Administration began testing tornado warnings in October
2016 in some provincial meteorological departments. Guan-
dong Meteorological Service has deployed more than 30 X-
band dual-polarization phased array radars in the highly
populated Pearl River delta; other provincial departments are
building X-band Doppler radar networks. In 2018, Guandong
became the first (and, as of 2022, remains the only) province to
issue warnings for TC tornadoes. On a larger scale, forecasters
use an ingredients-based approach (e.g., environmental shear,
helicity, instability, etc.) from numerical model output to assess
the risk for TC tornadoes; if the risk is high, the threat is
communicated to the public through media channels.
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Meteorological observatories in Chinese cities often collabo-
rate with each other on TC tornado warnings and verification.

The United States has by far the most sophisticated, coor-
dinated, end-to-end process for TC tornado forecasting, warn-
ing, verification, and record-keeping. This is because the U.S.
experiences tornadoes almost year-round, with an additional
contribution from TCs in late boreal summer through autumn,
over large areas of relatively dense population. As detailed in
the following paragraphs, TC tornado forecasting in the U.S.
follows the pattern of the broader “forecast funnel” in which
forecasts become more generic outward through time.

If the TC is still well offshore, not posing a tornado threat in
the next several hours, it falls in the “outlook” timeframe
(~12 h–~3 days). Diagnostics then are broader-scale, mainly
synoptic (1000s of km) in nature, involving pattern analysis,
recognition and understanding. That often includes upper-air
analyses and concurrent examination of multi-channel satel-
lite imagery for all severe-local-storm threats across the U.S.,
including from the forthcoming potential TC landfall. Track
and intensity guidance provided by the National Hurricane
Center (NHC) is the most important part of the latter scenario,
given the importance of consistency with the expert (NHC) TC
forecast in messaging the threat timing and location, as applied
to the tornado threat. Synoptic-scale, operational numerical
models always are examined for the broader severe-weather



Fig. 5. Schematic of influence of ambient 850-200 hPa vertical wind shear on a potentially tornadic TC in weak (top row, lowest tercile, <6.7 m s−1 vector
magnitude) and strong (bottom column, highest tercile, >11.2 m s−1 vector magnitude) shear: (a,b) Vertical tilt from secondary circulation response; (c,d) Horizontal
convective distribution; (e,f) Kinematic response; (g,h) Baroclinic interaction response. Adapted from Fig. 2 of Schenkel et al. (2020). © American Meteorological
Society. Used with permission.

Table 1
U.S. TC tornado percentages by F/EF-scale rating, 1995–2021. EFU (un-
known) is a relatively new category – seldom used in practice – representing
tornadoes occurring in inaccessibly remote and/or undeveloped areas where
damage is undocumented, or damage indicators are not present. Data is taken
from the TCTOR database maintained by the SPC, as detailed in Section 3.1.

F/EF-scale rating U 0 1 2 3

% U.S. TC tornadoes, 1995–2021 0.3% 64.0% 29.4% 6.0% 0.3%
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potential nationwide, but NHC forecasts take priority on the
rare occasions when differences appear. Beyond 24 h of the
first TC tornado threat, tornado outlook areas are drawn largely
using climatology and NHC predictions of TC size, intensity
and track. As the TC approaches landfall (within 24 h of its
outermost bands potentially affecting the coastline), the fore-
cast funnel narrows and deepens into the subsynoptic, with
more specific environmental interrogation. The environmental
factors considered are moisture, instability (e.g., CAPE), ver-
tical shear (both deep and near-surface), and sources for lift.
Whether for TC or non-TC supercells, these ingredients do not
follow rigid operational thresholds individually, because their
favorability for tornadoes exists in dependent balance with the
others.

Mesoscale timescale forecasting (next several hours) of TC
tornado environments involves both manual and automated
diagnostic techniques in the United States. This still necessarily
includes subjective hand analyses of printed maps in the
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operational setting, to optimize a forecaster's immersive situa-
tional understanding. Specific to TCs, manual and objective
surface analyses, combined with satellite imagery, soundings,
hodographs (including from overland radar-derived winds),
and radar base-data displays, help to diagnose subtle kinematic
and baroclinic boundaries within the TC that may maximize the
overlap of buoyancy and low-level shear favorable for tornadic
supercells (Edwards and Pietrycha, 2006). Signs of potential
supercell development, especially when the environment
downstream (with respect to expected cell motion) contains a
favorable boundary, may be highlighted for SPC-issued tor-
nado watches or short-fused mesoscale discussions. Great
caution must be exercised extrapolating diagnostic supercell-
and tornado-favorable parameters out in prognostic time
(Doswell and Schultz, 2006), including in the continually
evolving TC setting. Base diagnostic variables (temperature,
moisture, wind) still matter most analytically.

Because TC supercells tend to be shallower, narrower, and
less resolvable at similar distances from radars compared to
their midlatitude counterparts (e.g., McCaul and Weisman,
1996; McCaul et al., 2004; E12), timely radar detection of
their tornadic mesocyclones has proved more difficult (e.g.,
Spratt et al., 1997; Schneider and Sharp, 2007), especially with
greater distance. For those reasons, TC tornado warnings
typically have had higher false-alarm ratios than their mid-
latitude counterparts in the United States (e.g., Martinaitis,
2017; Nowotarski et al., 2021) and in China. Radar
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reflectivity presentations for tornadic TC supercells span a
large spectrum, from those with hook echoes upshear from
forward-flank cores (as with many midlatitude supercells), to
quite messy and indistinct (e.g., Spratt et al., 1997; Schneider
and Sharp, 2007; Edwards and Picca, 2016). Nonetheless,
even tornadic TC supercells with nebulous reflectivity signa-
tures often display the same velocity characteristics as those in
midlatitudes, just smaller in scale – including well-defined,
persistent mesocyclones. For supercells where radar observa-
tions are distant, noisy or unavailable, lightning data have
proven useful in assessing strengthening trends as precursors to
tornadogenesis (e.g., McCaul et al., 2004). Given a general
dearth of lightning in TCs compared to midlatitude thunder-
storm complexes, the presence of any detected lightning in
outer-band cells may draw attention to their hazard potential
(Schultz et al., 2011). Relatively deep, intense cells also should
have cooler cloud tops on infrared satellite imagery. As such,
when cells in climatologically and environmentally favorable
TC sectors are far from radars (including still well offshore, but
moving toward land), attention to tornado potential should be
heightened by the persistence of high or increasing radar-echo
tops, anomalously prolific or increasing lightning production,
and anomalously cold or rapidly cooling cloud tops.

In the United States, the retrofitting of the existing 10-cm-
wavelength WSR-88D network with dual-polarization capa-
bilities, along with enhanced-resolution scanning strategies at
lower elevations, has allowed explicit detection of tornadic
debris signatures (TDSs; Rhyzhkov et al., 2005) via the cross-
correlation coefficient (ρHV) product. Although the TDS can
only appear after tornadogenesis, its presence essentially con-
firms to the warning forecaster that a cell is tornadic and in-
creases confidence in downstream warnings, given a favorable
environment and persistence of other indicative radar signa-
tures. A TDS also gives approximate but reliable timing and
location information for later targeting by damage surveyors,
including in remote areas. As such, the TDS offers more
tornadic confirmation capabilities, and has added TC tornado
events to databases like TCTOR (detailed below) that other-
wise may have gone unrecorded. The benefits of the TDS
perhaps are most pronounced in TCs, where the prevailing
mass of warm-cloud raindrops and lack of hail often present a
nearly homogeneous ρHV field. Within that setting, the much
more reflective and asymmetric debris can stand out brilliantly
(Edwards and Picca, 2016). Fig. 6 presents an archetypical
example of a TC TDS in an otherwise challenging warning
situation, with a large and chaotic reflectivity echo, weak but
apparent mesocyclone, and readily apparent, co-located ρHV
minimum. Deployment of dual-polarization radar presents
tremendous promise in TC tornado detection, and nations such
as Australia and China are working to expand dual-polarization
coverage.

Forecast responsibility for TC tornadoes in the U.S. is
delegated largely by timescale, with the SPC handling areal
responsibility across the entire TC envelope and near/overland
lifespan. SPC outlooks, which are composed of areal threat or
“risk” graphics and textual reasoning, forecast the uncondi-
tional probability of an event (such as a TC tornado) within
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about 40 km of any point in the outlook areas. Those proba-
bilities drive differently colored “risk” areas categorically
labeled. “High risks” have never been used for TC tornadoes
and “moderate risks” in TCs are exceedingly rare – most TC
tornado outlooks are “enhanced” or lower equivalent proba-
bilities. The generalized SPC national outlooks issued in the
day-4 through day-8 (after the current day) period, for ≥15%
probabilities, never have included TCs graphically, and at most
only offer superficial text mention. This is because of the
mesoscale nature of TC tornado production and uncertainties
inherent to TC track and intensity forecasting at that timeframe.
Those uncertainties generally resolve through day 3 (day after
tomorrow, when the lowest probability is 5%) and day 2
(tomorrow, lowest probability has become 2%). Greater un-
conditional certainty with nearer time allows more TC tornado
outlook areas to appear. Day-2 and day-1 (same-day) outlooks
explicitly forecast tornado threat and assign category levels to
ascending tornado-only probabilities for TCs. As the TC ap-
proaches landfall, SPC begins participating in a videoconfer-
ence with NHC and other affected National Weather Service
(NWS) offices, which includes diagnostic and forecast insights
on all other TC hazards. The tornado potential is coordinated to
inform NHC public bulletins and NWS messaging needs.

On day 1, within a few hours of the onset of an overland TC
tornado threat, SPC will begin issuing mesoscale discussions of
TC tornado potential. Mesoscale discussions are shorter than
outlooks in text length, but more finescale spatiotemporally,
with a graphical component highlighting the threat area.
Mesoscale discussions initially precede each TC tornado
watch, but are issued at least once (usually more) during the
valid time of a watch, as an update to the meteorological setting
of the threat potential. They also may be issued to inform of a
marginal, small-scale and/or brief tornado threat that does not
warrant a watch.

SPC tornado watches outline areas of relatively maximized
tornado potential within the ensuing several hours, in the
projected path of the most-favorable TC sector. Most TC tor-
nado watches last 8–15 h given the gradual evolution of the TC
tornado threat; however, watches can target smaller areas and
blocks of time down to just 2–3 h as needed. SPC watches are
coordinated via conference call with affected local NWS
offices.

Local NWS weather forecast offices tailor SPC forecasts
graphically to their jurisdictions at all timescales, and issue
tornado warnings. TC tornado warnings typically occur in
polygons tens to hundreds of km2 in area, starting at the initial
location of the hazardous cell, extending along the projected
motion for the next 15–45 min, and gradually spreading
laterally from that vector with time to account for cell-
translation uncertainty. These warnings are based on some
combination of radar signals (cf. Fig. 6) and eyewitness reports.

Within three months after a TC, local NWS offices send a
listing of its confirmed tornadoes to NWS headquarters, for
aggregating and input to National Centers for Environmental
Information's (NCEI) Storm Data publication. Shortly after the
calendar year ends, SPC collects all Storm Data reports na-
tionally, including from TCs, and creates whole tornado paths



Fig. 6. Planar (0.5◦ beam elevation) display of TC Irene products from Morehead City, US WSR-88D, 0203 UTC 27 August 2011: (a) base reflectivity, (b) base
velocity, (c) spectrum width, (d) ρHV. Values and units as shown in scales. Tornado was near the center of each panel and northeast of the radar, moving generally
westward (right-to-left). Purple curve is U.S. Highway 264. From Fig. 2 of Edwards et al. (2015). Mapping courtesy GRLevel2®.
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for a unified tornado database (Schaefer and Edwards, 1999)
and provides the dataset freely and publicly (https://www.spc.
noaa.gov/wcm/#data; last accessed 8 February 2023). This
dataset includes F/EF ratings, path length, maximum width,
event-tracking numbers, states, as well as start and end data
(latitude, longitude, date, and time [U.S. Central Standard
Time]). From this dataset, SPC distills a TC tornado subset that
is also provided to the public domain (TCTOR; Edwards,
2010; https://www.spc.noaa.gov/publications/edwards/tctor.
xls; last accessed 8 February 2023) along with an accessory
file featuring documentation and updates (https://www.spc.
noaa.gov/publications/edwards/readme.txt; last accessed 8
February 2023). TCTOR also includes a common metric of
path-based tornado-impact potential known as the destruction
potential index (DPI; Thompson and Vescio, 1998), tornado-
contemporaneous TC track and intensity data presented in
version 2 of the NHC North Atlantic hurricane dataset
(HURDAT2; Landsea and Franklin, 2013). The HURDAT2
information is used to compute tornadogenesis azimuth and
range points from interpolated TC center fixes; the resulting
data (in north-relative and TC-motion-relative frameworks)
also are included in TCTOR. As of this writing, TCTOR in-
cludes 1746 known tornadoes in the conterminous U.S. from
1995 to 2021. Over the past decade, TCTOR has become the
standard research climatology for U.S. TC tornadoes (e.g.,
Schenkel et al., 2020; 2021; Nowotarski et al., 2021; Paredes
et al., 2021).

In general, nations survey TC tornadoes using whatever
protocols they have developed to survey non-TC tornadoes.
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However, as mentioned in Section 2.3, TC tornado damage
may be obscured (or enhanced) by other TC hazards. Thus,
within a given nation, there may be considerable variance in
surveying TC tornado damage depending on the amount of
real-time data (radar, video) and accessibility (remoteness,
obstructions caused by other TC hazards). In some cases where
a TC tornado strikes a populated area and considerable real-
time data are available, a meticulous damage survey can be
performed (e.g., Bai et al., 2017).
3.2. Best practices for communicating TC tornado risk
At the BoM, hazards are assessed separately, with each
having associated community actions for individual risk
thresholds. These community actions are often combined in a
single warning product. In the case of TC tornadoes, generally
these are a lower risk, both in regards to their rarity in Australia
and the broader risk from other TC hazards (including rainfall
and storm tide) usually being a more significant priority. Given
this, standard practice is to emphasize the most significant
hazards, with risk of tornadoes generally a footnote.

In the U.S., tornado warnings (regardless of whether or not
they are associated with a TC) also have a text component with
timing, hazard and location information provided in a consis-
tent format for ready use by media and emergency officials,
and activate National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) weather radio, emergency broadcast functions on
traditional media, social media, and most recently, automated
emergency messages sent to smartphones. NWS (TC) tornado

https://www.spc.noaa.gov/wcm/#data
https://www.spc.noaa.gov/wcm/#data
https://www.spc.noaa.gov/publications/edwards/tctor.xls
https://www.spc.noaa.gov/publications/edwards/tctor.xls
https://www.spc.noaa.gov/publications/edwards/readme.txt
https://www.spc.noaa.gov/publications/edwards/readme.txt
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warnings are impact-based warnings, and can be assigned
“base,” “considerable,” or “catastrophic” damage tags based on
the perceived impact (the presence of a TDS on radar would
merit at least a “considerable” damage tag).

Sometimes tornado and flood threats overlap (Henderson
et al., 2020, Fig. 7 for a U.S. TC tornado example), prompt-
ing potential confusion and even contradiction in emergency
messaging. For example, standard advice for tornado shel-
tering, in the interior lowest level of a building, can be
dangerous when the ground floor submerges in floodwaters, as
happened in Hurricane Harvey in 2017 (Nowotarski et al.,
2021), or in storm surge. Damaging non-tornadic winds –

whether from gradient flow in the TC or embedded cells – also
can overlap areas with imminent flood and tornado dangers.
Fig. 7. Overlaid polygonal tornado (red) and flash flood (green) warnings issued with
Hurricane Harvey, 1200 UTC 25 August 2017–1200 UTC 27 August 2017. Deep
warnings taking priority here. From Figure 10 of Nowotarski et al. (2021). © Ame
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3.3. Current operational limitations and future
developments
In both Australia and China, for example, coverage of dual-
polarization Doppler radar remains limited, thus hampering the
ability to detect, warn, and verify TC tornadoes. Both nations
are investing in upgrades to their radar networks (although
there will still be gaps in dual-polarization coverage over
northern Australia for the foreseeable future). There is ongoing
work by the BoM to develop and implement an Australian
Warning Service that is a combination of hazard assessment
and the total impact to the community. This tiered approach
aims to better communicate actual risk from any severe weather
regardless of source. Similarly, in the U.S., efforts are
in the jurisdiction of the Houston-Galveston NWS office (black outline) during
er shading means more of that warning type at a given location, with tornado
rican Meteorological Society. Used with permission.
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underway in the NWS to develop more specific and clearer
threat messaging for TC situations where multiple, potentially
deadly, short-fused hazards affect a single locale within a TC.
China is still in earlier stages of developing robust (TC) tor-
nado prediction and warning protocols in terms of making
forecasts and issuing/verifying warnings.

In various nations, there is increasing reliance on high-
resolution (convective permitting) numerical model guidance
for short-fused hazardous weather warnings, including (TC)
tornadoes. In 2022, Australia operationally implemented its
Access-C convective allowing model centered on Townsville,
Queensland, Australia; this will assist with forecasting TC
tornadoes over one of the more densely populated regions of
northern Australia. In the U.S., such models have been inte-
grated into severe-storms forecasting operations at SPC since
around 2010. These typically are variations of the Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF; Skamarock et al., 2008) or
the High Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR; Benjamin et al.,
2016), and can assimilate radar and observed mesoscale
observational data for hourly runs. In midlatitude severe-
weather situations, this guidance already is operational, offer-
ing explicit forecasts of convective modes through post pro-
cessed displays of strong and sustained cell-scale corridors of
updraft helicity (Kain et al., 2008) co-located with simulated
echoes that appear as supercells would on radar. Such models,
which also offer mesoscale environmental fields pertinent to
supercell forecasting, often are examined in TC-tornado sce-
narios, but their fidelity and accuracy have not been system-
atically tested in TCs.

4. Summary and conclusions

Tornadoes are one of the many hazards to life and property
posed by TCs. Although TC tornadoes are generally weaker
than non-TC tornadoes and most commonly occur in the
United States and China, they do pose a global threat. The
majority of TC tornadoes are produced by shallow-topped
“miniature” supercells, and occur in the northeastern quad-
rant of the TC (in the northern hemisphere) due to a climato-
logical preference for enhanced instability and shear in that
region. However, an improved understanding of the ingredients
for tornadogenesis (e.g., instability and shear) shows TC tor-
nado forecasting to be more successful when the TC is treated
as a time-evolving large-scale forcing rather than a static,
monolithic entity. The U.S. has a well-established protocol to
forecast, detect, warn, verify, and document/record TC tor-
nadoes. Other nations are working towards the lead of the U.S.,
but are currently limited by (i) the relatively rare occurrence of
TC tornadoes and (ii) gaps in dual polarization Doppler radar
coverage. Social media can also be a useful tool to collect
images/videos of TC tornadoes from the public in real-time. In
the absence of radar coverage and/or real-time reporting,
operational meteorologists may consider the use of lightning
products on high-resolution satellite imagery, combined with
knowledge of the abovementioned ingredients-based frame-
work, to identify regions of heightened TC tornado potential.
Communicating the risk of TC tornadoes to the public can lead
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to confusion given the abundance of concurrent hazards, and in
the case of flooding, can result in directly contradictory advice.
The impacts of climate change on the global distribution of TC
tornadoes are unknown.
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